HITMAN ABSOLUTION UPDATE 1.0.447 12 Updates included: - An additional option to toggle the HUD on/off via
advanced options - Fixed being able to skip cinematics with an Eagle Vision shot - Fixed some incorrect text in Spanish
localizations Â Â Â Â Â .
Featured Article: ACTION TRACKER UPDATE v2. 1.4 Action Tracker Update 2.1.4 - New Feature!
We've added a new feature that will allow you to see how many actions you have left, and the completion % towards earning an
Achievement.
You can access this info in the 'Achievements' panel in game, or by pressing the 'Y' button on your keyboard while the
Achievement panel is active.
The 'Achievements' panel should also now update correctly when you earn an achievement! Â
MASTER TRAINING UPDATE v2.1. 1 Master Training v2.1.1 - Change Log Â - Added 'Miscellaneous' to the list of
achievements. Â Â Â Â .
HITMAN ABSOLUTION UPDATE 1.0.447 11 Updates included: - Fixed an issue where the game would sometimes crash
after being killed while performing a 'Combine Powers' action.
Alternatively, you can just quit the game on your PC and restart it to fix it.
Please note that this will reset any powers, paths or upgrades that are not saved on the server.
Featured Article: NEW TRACK! APB Reloaded - Too Real To Be Real New Track! "Too Real To Be Real"
The highly anticipated first track of the year is here. Think it's too real to be real? Give it a listen and see what you think! Â
ARTICLE UPDATE v2.1.1 11 ARTICLE UPDATE v2.1.1 11
There was a problem with the code in the previous version of the article so this update has been issued to fix it, sorry for any
inconvenience. Â
HITMAN ABSOLUTION UPDATE 1.0.447 10 Updates for this version: - Added a new custom track "Building a Base" to the
Custom Tracklist.
All tracks will continue to use the original, main soundtrack by Jesper Kyd.
We've also updated our cheat detection database which should help speed up some of the issues that users have been
experiencing.
Finally, we've included 'Bold' and 'Italic' colour codes in our cheat detection database which should identify whether or not
you're using cheats during gameplay.
If you're using cheats and want us to remove them from our database, please visit http://www.
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